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ABSTRAK

The RSG-GAS reactor was designed to work at nominal
thermal power of 30 MW with average thermal neutron
flux of 2.10-J-'1- cm---s-l.. Forty fuel assemblies and
eight control assemblies are expected to form the
typical working core (TWC) so that the pattern of
the in-core fel management could be carried out
properly. One of the requested safety conditions is
that the reactor Cld still be shutdown even if
the control assemblies with highest negative reac-
tivity were in failLtre work properly. It is not
possible. with respect to the prereqUested safety
condition, to construct directly a typical working
core. Utilizing the IAFUEL code program, a series
of transition cores (the cores before reaching the
TWC) were set up. The TWC is expected to be reached
after eight transition cores.

1. INTRODUCTION

The RSG-GAS is a high neutron flux nd high power that use a
low-enr.iched uranium (LEU) fuel. It has been designed to work at
a nominal thermal power of 30 MW with an average thermal neutron
flux of 2.10-l-"'- The reactor ld be used optimally at
TWC whose cnfiguration and parameters design are shown in Figure
I and Table I respectively.

The TWC Wld consist of forty fuel assemblies and eight
control assemblies. Seven grbLIPS of brn-up fraction would exist
on the TWC. The average burn-LIP at the Beginning of Cycle (BOC)
is about 23.3%, while at the End of Cycle (EOC) is about 31.3%.
At the end f each cycle of 25 full power days, about 7 or fuel
assemblies and control assemblies with burn-LIP about 56 or
greater shOLIld be removed. Each TWC should have enough excess
reactivity to be sed for irradiation and operation. but should
still be possible to shut down at any worst case. IAFUEL computer
codes was employed to find out good incore fuel management which
fulfils that condition.
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II. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY RSG-GAS's IN-CORE FUEL MANAGEMENT

As mentioned before, the main task of RSG-GAS 's in-core
fuel management was to set up a core with configuration shown in
Fig. 1, bt having nclear parameters as specified n Table 
Furthermore, Such reactor should as well fil the following
safety condition.

1. The reactor hould be able to be shutdown any time.
2. The reactor has to have enough excess reactivity. so that

the reactor Cld be operatable in a certain nUmber of
full power days th sfficient shutdown margin.
The reactor should provide a balanced neutron fx and
power in order to maintain the integrity of fel and
control assembly.

To meet the above requirements, the fel assemblies of such
core should have respective burnup fraction of 0, E3, 16. 24, 32,
40 4 and 56%. For instance. setting up a core with all fresh 40
fuel and control assemblies is very dangerous, even though such
configuration will provide enough power and a sufficiently high
neutron fx. The reason is, that the shutdown margin, in case of
one control rod with the highest negative reactivity Was tuck

up, is overwhelmed by an enormou ecess reactivity reserved in
the fresh fuel assemblies. In addition, the high pwer peaking
factor inside core will cause a hot spot. Moreover, the
reshuffling pattern between the core could not be established
orderly.

This condition was predicted and calculated using IFUEL a
Computer code with two-dimensional, four-energy-group diffusion.
The reactivity balance Cputation result is gven as follows.

Total Shutdown Margin -21.8%
Excess Reactivity +18.6%
Shutdown Reactivity - 32%
Stuck rod condition at 80C 41%
Shutdown Reactivity at C with stuck rod 09%

It is shown that the shutdown reactivity in stuck rod condi-
tion was 0.9%. It means that on that condition the reactor could
never be shutdown. Taking such safety condition into acount, the
in-care fuel managements of RSG-GAS was therefore set up. The
first transition core was constructed by 12 fuel assemblies and 6
control assemblies.

This arrangement was then followed by a series of transition
cores until reaching the sixth core which consists of 40 fuel
assemblies and E3 control assemblies.

Nonetheless, the TWC has not yet been attained. The first
TWC would be the ninth care, because only after this core that
the reshuffling pattern could be made in order.
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111. THE PATTERN OF IN-CORE FUEL MANAGEMENT OF RSG-GAS

For all core configurations, the following conditions should
be achieved.

- The power peaking factor should not be greater than that in
the design criteria.

- The neutron flux should be uiform.
- The excess reactivity should be sufficient for operating in

certain full power days.
- The shutdown margin should be enough for terminating the

reactor at any case.
- The fuel bUrnLIP should not be greater than that in the

design criteria.

In each configuration, one fel assembly Wld bear an
average power of 656 kW. To prevent an nbalanced power, the
allowed axial and radial power peaking factor should not be
greater than 16 and 32, respectively.

The excess reactivity reaches its highest Value at the 80C.
To overcompensate this excess reactivity, control rods are
available to shutdown the core at any point in time with a suffi-
cient safety margin and for operation control Prposes. In case
of Stuck rod condition, the designed shutdown system Splies

sufficient Sibcriticality for the worst case. The alculated
results for the subcriticality Come Out to be more than 1%.

An other parameter of concern dring operation is the balan-
ce reactivity that should have satisfied the following values.

Total Shutdown Margin -17.8%
Excess Reactivity + 92%
Shutdown Reactivity - 86%
Stuck rod condition at BOC + 5.0%
Shutdown Reactivity at BOC with stuck rod - 36%

From the neutronic point of view, the reactor Would rn
safely when meeting all of the above conditions.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In accordance with the safety criteria mentioned before, the
pattern of the In-Core Fel Management has been setup. This
pattern Was Set ID following the result of the Calculation using

IAFUEL Code.

Figure 2 and Table 2 show the pattern of the In-Core Fuel
Management. From that figure and table it is shown that the
minimum core configuration is the first core configuration with

12 fuel assemblies and 6 control assemblies and 10.68 MW thermal
power. The core then grew tep by step until reaching the maximum
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core configuration with 40 fel assemblies and control assem-
blies and 30 MW thermal power respectively.

It is also shown that in every core transition the stuck rod
condition for shutdown margin criteria is always fulfiled. The
other important reSUIt is that the maximum power peaking factor
was less than 130.
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